Allgäu Bergmarsch 2014
I cannot recall who gave me the contact info based on which I got in
touch with then Major LF Klaus Fink and the Legion of Frontiersmen. In
any case, I did my first Bergmarsch in 2011, in brilliant clear September
weather ... ’wohl unter blauen Himmel’! It was a demanding but rewarding
experience, thus a candle in my mind kept flickering...I have do to this
again.
Well the 13th September 2014 was the day...and it dawned drizzly but
rather warm. We walked down from the Berghütte Almagmach to the
small chapel by the road and turned toward the Bärenköpfe...a long
stretch of ascend.
The point team disappered in the fog right after we left the main road.
Five senior gentlemen formed the rear echelon. A short pause at the top
and we continued toward Steineberg at 1660m altitude.
In the fog the visibility was 150m at the most, which meant you saw the
trail but could not enjoy the scenery. Anyway, with the steady pace we
pushed on, the trail becoming narrow and narrower until there was no
solid ground under the trekking poles! Then came the slanted push-up
slope of layered sandstone. To a person with no experience in alpine
trekking or climbing the cable rails were of good help. And, in the fog you
did not see what was beyond the edge!
The trail continued along the crest of this chain of peaks, the Stuiben
being the highest at 1750m. From there it was all downhill! The route
actually turned toward Almagmach at the same location from where we
headed to the Kempteners’ Naturfreundehaus in 2011. So, now I had seen
the whole section of this trail.
The Kameradschaftabend is always a joyful event. The first timers
received their bronze laureled Edelweiss badge and the veterans higher
grades. At this point, I presented the proprietors of the Hütte Almagmach
with the standard of Finnish Peacekeepers’ Association as a token for
their hospitality.
Summarizing the experience: It was great. A soldier has to be well
prepared for what ever the environment throws on his way... ”Ob sturmt
oder schneit, ob die Sonne uns lacht...!”
Leo Johan Salo,
captain, res/sen.
(SpArty)

